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School is DEFINITELY Cool
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SUPERINTENDENT
Westminster School
District kicked off the 20222023 school year last month.
Class is in full swing and we
are very excited to have all of
our students back on campus.
Everyone came back from
summer ready to get right
Dr. Cyndi Paik
into learning and exceling in
Superintendent
the academics.
This year we have over 8,100 students
enrolled in the district, which is an
improvement over our projected decline.
We also saw an increase in our TK students
during the first week of school. The Human
Resources team continues to work hard
year around and made sure that we are fully
staffed at every site ahead of the new year.
Over the summer our business department
installed door entry security systems at
all of our schools. This provides additional
protection and peace of mind for everyone.
Our District’s 150th Anniversary
Celebration is just around the corner and we
invite everyone in the community to attend
this event. We will have fun activities, food
and drinks along with special dignitaries
like Sylvia Mendez and Janice Munemitsu.
We look forward to this new school year
and can’t wait to see the all of our students’
achievements!

Superintendent, Dr. Cyndi Paik and students at Schmitt on the first day of school.
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Legal Plans
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Tax Free Retirement Income Plans
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Advisor

877-695-6634 | londie4hbw@gmail.com
P.O. Box 5544, Huntington Beach, CA 92615
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Winning
rewards
and S.T.E.A.M.
prizes is easy
and
- explore
andChallenge is here!
The second
annual
Race
tofun
Space
Reading
read stories about science technology
engineering
the arts
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Winning rewards
andand
prizes
is easy and fun - explore and
read stories about science technology
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engineering
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Eager readers earn virtual tickets to win
bonus prizes! Here are just some
Eager readers earn virtual tickets to win
Book
bundles
bonus
prizes! Here are just some
Coding lessons
Book bundles
Chromebook
Coding lessons
Chromebook
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Gustin-Gurney
President

David
Johnson
Vice President

Bringing in the Cool Air for Schools

Frances
Nguyen
Clerk

By Tina Gustin-Gurney, President, Board of Trustees
Westminster School District is blessed to have some of
the best and dedicated employees around. The first two
weeks of school was hot for students across the district so
staff worked quickly to make sure our students stayed nice
and cool while on campus.
Our district sent out multiple messages to families about
the excessive heat warning and implemented a modified
day during the second week of school.
During the September 8th meeting, the Board of
Trustees decided on an air conditioning solution for
classrooms. The installation of mini-split air conditioning

Jeremy
Khalaf
Member

Khanh
Nguyen
Member

units would happen for the following schools; Clegg,
Stacey and Johnson. The process is expected to take
about thirteen weeks to be completed for all three schools.
Both Willmore and Schroeder will have portable AC
units for every class. Those portable units will need to
be inventoried and then installed immediately at those
schools.
Anderson and DeMille are currently in the construction
phase to get permanent AC’s with Measure T funding.
Finely, Webber, Schmitt and Sequoia will begin the
construction phase starting next summer.
We are excited to get these projects underway and most
importantly keep students and teachers nice and cool.

Board President, Tina Gustin-Gurney joined students at Schmitt on the first day of school.
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Welcome Back to a New School Year!
Dr. Cyndi Paik begins this issue
with her message on page 2. As you
read the articles on this issue you can
feel the excitement of the students
being back in the classrooms.
We have included our popular
student book reviews on pages 26
and 27. If your child would like to
be a guest columnist reviewing
favorite books, please email me for
the information. Also, on page 22 is
our word search contest (all ages may
enter).
Our next issue is November 2.
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Rockview Family Farms proudly serves schools
throughout Southern California. Choosing local means
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City of Westminster Office of the Mayor
8200 Westminster Blvd., Westminster, CA 92683 • 714/898-3311 • www.westminster-ca.gov

Solar Installation for
Affordable Housing Location

Tri Ta
Mayor

For the last seven years, the City of
Westminster has been partnered with
American Family Housing to convert a lovely
property on Locust Street into affordable
housing. This community is reflective of
the City’s commitment to keeping housing
affordable for its residents. And now with

this panel system, both the building and all tenants will
see monthly savings on their energy bills. It will also help
to reduce the environmental footprint for these homes and
connect local residents to future workforce development
opportunities in the solar and clean energy fields.
I appreciate the great effort and collaboration of
everyone involved in this project, and I’m looking forward
to more solar installations in Westminster in the future.

Orange County Department of Education
Back to school season has begun, and
while the last few years have taught us
valuable lessons about making predictions,
it is noteworthy that this is the first new
school year since 2019 to start without
strict requirements for face coverings or
contact tracing, bringing us closer to a more
traditional school experience.
Dr. Al Mijares
Moving forward, we must continue to be
Superintendent
mindful of the less visible impacts of the
pandemic, and our schools are well-equipped to do this.
As students return, we know that many will be in need
of accelerated learning, social-emotional interventions,
counseling and access to wrap-around mental health
services.
School employees who have been on the front lines
also need support, stability and grace. And of course our
families need expanded learning opportunities, robust
communication from their schools and districts, and access
to resources.
Certainly the last school year posed extraordinary
challenges, and no two experiences were quite the same.
Many of our students, families and school employees
endured illness, disruption and personal loss on a scale
that is unimaginable. Yet we also heard incredible stories of
resilience, innovation and achievement in 2022.
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At Westminster High School, for example, four students
who were concerned about declining bee colonies were
honored for their proposal to create a probiotic that can
strengthen bees against insecticides. Earlier in the year,
our own OCDE educators set up schools for about 60 newly
arrived Afghan children whose families were forced to flee
their home country after assisting U.S. troops or holding
other positions that compromised their safety.
In districts and charter schools across the county, our
students earned county, state and national recognition for
devising solutions to real-world problems. They produced
mental health videos, built highly innovative smartphone
apps, designed electric vehicles, partnered with industry
leaders for work-based learning opportunities, and expressed
themselves through the visual and performing arts.
The success stories are too numerous to list here, but I
would be remiss in not mentioning that two of California’s
five Teachers of the Year for 2022 were from Orange
County, as were four of the state’s top nine Classified School
Employees of the Year.
Although this past school year tested us in so many
ways, I am beyond proud of our schools for continuing
to provide exceptional experiences for students and
opportunities for them to shine. As we head into another
fall, the sky’s the limit on what we can accomplish together.
Let’s take care of one another and make it a great year.

Sunday, October 2, 2022
Orange Coast College
9:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
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MemorialCare Medical Group
Uterine Fibroids are Common, But How Does it Affect Pregnancy and Fertility?
Approximately 10 to 30 percent of women with fibroids
develop complications during pregnancy. The most
common complication of fibroids during pregnancy is pain.
Treatment for fibroids is decided on a case-by-case basis.
It is based on the symptoms a person experiences, what is
found during a routine pelvic exam, and the fibroids’ size/
shape/location.
During pregnancy, treatment for uterine fibroids is
limited because of the risk to the baby. A treatment option
for pregnant women is removing the fibroids during a
C-section delivery. As this is a risky procedure, this is
only done if necessary. The safest way to treat fibroids is
to remove them before pregnancy or after the post-partum
period.
If you’re planning a pregnancy and have been diagnosed
with fibroids or suspect you have them schedule an
appointment with your doctor. Knowing if you have uterine
fibroids before will help ensure that you and your baby are
safe throughout the pregnancy.
To learn more, visit memorialcare.org/OBGYN.

Uterine fibroids are the most common
noncancerous tumors in women of
childbearing age. Approximately three
million women in the United States have
fibroids. Fibroids are made up of muscle cells
and other tissues that grow in and around
the wall of the uterus. Some women may
experience symptoms if they have fibroids,
Elizabeth H
such as:
West, M.D.,
obstetrics and
• Heavy periods
gynecology
• Feeling full in the lower abdomen
specialist, FACOG,
• Urinating often
MemorialCare
• Lower back pain
Medical Group –
• Reproductive problems
Douglas Park
If a woman happens to experience symptoms of fibroids
or if it is suspected that fibroids are present during a
routine exam, tests may be ordered to help confirm the
diagnosis, such as an ultrasound or an MRI.
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MemorialCare Surgical Centers

Urgent Care Centers
MemorialCare Medical Group

Community-Based Rehabilitation &
Physical Therapy Centers

Community-Based Imaging Centers

Affiliated Physician Groups
(Includes Greater Newport Physicians)

Serving you with 225 locations,
including three maternity centers,
OB/GYNs, pediatricians and specialists.
Personalized care for the whole family.
That’s MemorialCare.
Giving you 24/7 access to virtual care,
a navigation center and the ability to
speak online with a provider. With
expert guidance and an experience
entirely focused on your family’s best
health, access to top-quality maternity
and pediatric care has never been
more convenient.
74
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Dana Point
San Clemente

memorialcare.org | 877-MYMEMCARE (696-3622)
LONG BEACH MEDICAL CENTER | MILLER CHILDREN’S & WOMEN’S HOSPITAL LONG BEACH | ORANGE COAST MEDICAL CENTER
SADDLEBACK MEDICAL CENTER | GREATER NEWPORT PHYSICIANS | MEMORIALCARE MEDICAL GROUP
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Anderson Elementary (K–6)
8902 Hewitt Pl., Garden Grove, CA 92844 • 714/894-7201 • anderson.wsdk8.us

Anderson is Under
Construction
This summer, Anderson
School began its construction
project that is expected to last
much of the school year. The
first phase of the project was
to drop 10 temporary portables
Kim
Breckenridge
on site to house classrooms
Principal
during construction. Then
the administration and rooms
K1 and K2 were demoed. This construction
project will include air conditioning in all
classrooms, as well as upgrades to the fire
alarms, bathrooms and parking. There will be
new roofing, windows, LED lights and paint.
Once the admin building is complete, the
next phase is the A wing followed by the B
wing. Staff, students and families have been
and continue to be flexible during the many
changes that occur throughout construction.
A special thanks to our community for
funding our improvements through your
generous support of Bond Measure T.

Destinatio
n
for Learn
Onsite aning
Remote! d

HTTPS://WWW.PACIFICMMC.ORG/OCEAN-HEROES
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Clegg Elementary (TK–5)
6311 Larchwood Dr., Huntington Beach, CA 92647 • 714/894-7218 • clegg.wsdk8.us

Getting Back
We are off to a fantastic start of the
2022-2023 school year here at Clegg
Elementary School. Our students have
been excited to return to school after a
fun-filled summer.
One of the programs that all of our
students
enjoy participating in every year
John Staggs
is called Accelerated Reader. The students
Principal
are encouraged to read Accelerated
Reader chapter books and then take computerized tests
that show their comprehension of the books they have
chosen to read. Points then accumulate with each test
passed.
Our school-wide goal this year is 20,000 AR
points. The top two earners in each grade level will have
the opportunity to participate in our end-of-the-year
Reading Reward Day event. At our most recent event
ceremony, the students launched water balloons and
threw pies on the staff members of their choice in front
of the entire student body as a reward for their amazing
efforts during the school year. This year’s event is still
being discussed, but it is sure to be a lot of fun too.
Our librarian, Ms. Marion Alexander, works closely
with our students in the library and has a monthly
reward system in place for those who can achieve their
monthly goals. Our Cougar Cub students are also already
off to a great start, and we are positive that they will
more than meet the goals they have set for this school
year. We are looking forward to another fun end-of-theyear event!
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DeMille Elementary (K‑6)
15400 Van Buren St., Midway City, CA 92655 • 714/894-7224 • demille.wsdk8.us

Mid-Autumn Festival
April Derr is very excited
to be the new principal of
DeMille Elementary School Home of Westminster School
District’s Vietnamese Dual
Language Immersion (VDLI)
Program. On September 10th,
April Derr
the community celebrated
Principal
the Mid-Autumn Festival,
also known as the Moon Festival. This Festival is observed
yearly in September in many Asian countries. It is much
like Thanksgiving and is a time for families to gather and

celebrate the harvest moon. Our students in
our VDLI classes learned about community,
art, and celebrating culture through
traditions. They participated in various
traditional activities, such as making moon
cakes, a delicious, ornamental delicacy that is
shared by families. They also created colorful
paper lanterns to show homage to the moon.
Our youngest students paraded through the
school with their lanterns to the delight of
our other students. Celebrating the Mid-Autumn Festival is
an important community event that helps our students to
develop a sense of belonging and inclusiveness.

4th Grade Students making Moon Cakes.

TK / Kinder students parade with their lanterns
celebrating the Mid-Autumn Festival.

Covering the Westminster School District
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Eastwood Elementary (K‑6)
13552 University St., Westminster, CA 92683 • 714/894-7227 • eastwood.wsdk8.us

An Updated Look
Eastwood Elementary School has a history
of academic excellence, multiple generations
of promoting students, and a reputation for
being the pride of the neighborhood. With
this new year comes opportunity to get back
to the way things should be—opportunity
for students to learn and grow, for families
Jonathan
to create lifelong memories, and for future
Edelman
Principal
generations to leave their imprint on the
Eastwood Campus
This year with the help of our fabulous PTA, we look
forward to bringing back all the wonderful student and
family events that have been a part of the Eastwood
tradition for decades. We look forward to starting the
year with our annual Lunch on the Lawn event. Parents
and students will share a meal on the lawns of the
Eastwood halls. This October, families will tour the
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trunks of cars that are decorated with spooky and fun
Halloween decorations. From family movie nights to our
popular family holiday night and carnival, there will be no
shortage of opportunities to enjoy quality time with loved
ones.
As we look forward to enjoying all these events
and more, parents, students and staff will get to enjoy
a new view as they pull up to campus—a new mural
commemorating the Eastwood mascot showing two
dolphins riding the waves of respect, responsibility and
safety.
While Eastwood families and dolphins like to play hard,
we also make it our priority to instill in each student what
it means to be a good citizen and scholar. Our hope is that
while we prepare this future generation for the journey
that they face in life—to be leaders and good people—we
also want to teach them that it is okay to have a little fun
along the way!

Finley Computer Science Magnet School
13521 Edwards St., Westminster, CA 92683 • 714/895-7764 • finley.wsdk8.us

Finley’s Recess
Program is a Ball!
Ask any student
at Finley what
their favorite
part of the day is
and the answer
is unanimous -Pam LeMuiex
playing games with
Principal
Coach Coco! This
year, Finley Elementary School
is partnering with Playworks
to reimagine recess and have
more fun than ever before. Our
partnership is helping to create
play opportunities at recess and
lunch that support our students
with essential skills such as
leadership and conflict resolution,
while also encouraging physical
play for all!

“Our recess coach showed us
how we can use our playground
space to offer options so that all
students can play a game they
enjoy and have fun. Students are
more physically active because
they are playing more than ever
before,” said supervisor Rosie
Marin. “And when recess ends,
we help the students cool down
and get ready to go back into the
classroom and refocus on their
learning.”
An essential part of the
program includes Class Game
Time, where teachers and
students learn new recess games
and the rules that allow all
students to play. “Our students
love to play soccer, and they were
very competitive and made up
their own rules. Now, all across the school, students are
learning the same rules, and the games are structured so
that all students can be included.”
Marin added, “We also introduced 4-line soccer, and
now there is a fast way to make teams, keep score, and
include everyone. Students can focus on playing instead
of resolving the conflicts that arose from not agreeing
on rules or being picked for a team. It’s been great to see
students who don’t normally join in games feeling confident
and having such fun!“

Through the “Team Up” program, a dedicated
recess coach is on site one week each month to work
with our recess supervision staff and the teachers and
administrators to ensure that our school has a positive
and healthy environment that focuses on play and building
relationships.
Covering the Westminster School District
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Fryberger Elementary School of Environmental Science
6952 Hood Dr., Westminster, CA 92683 • 714/894-7237 • fryberger.wsdk8.us

Our Falcons Will Soar!
Fryberger Elementary had a great start
to the 2022-2023 school year. On the first
day of class, the school mascot, Freddi the
Falcon, greeted Fryberger students and their
families. Our students were all smiles on this
first day happy to see their friends, former
Michelle Scheiber teachers, and to meet their new teacher and
classmates.
Principal
We know this year will be extraordinary
as our students and their families are welcomed back onto
campus. The school PTA and staff members are excited to
encourage our families to attend in-person family events.
The school campus is inviting, and it’s the perfect place to
have a family dance, lunch on the lawn, holiday events, a
Family Science Night, and a spring carnival.
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Our staff will be attending trainings this year in ProjectBased Learning, Next Generation Science Standards,
social-emotional learning, specified reading programs,
English language development, and writing strategies to
support the educational program.
Fryberger strives to create environmentally
responsible students across the curriculum. Our goal is
to encourage critical thinking and real-world problem
solving through student goal-setting, engineering and
design, collaboration, and environmentally respectful
practices. A safe, positive, and rigorous learning
environment is also promoted by encouraging students to
respect themselves, the community, and the natural world
around them.
Fryberger is a great, positive place to be, and we can’t
wait to see all of the ways our Falcons will SOAR!

Hayden Elementary (K–5)
14782 Eden St., Midway City, CA 92655 • 714/894-7261 • hayden.wsdk8.us

Welcome Back
Welcome to the 2022 -2023 Hayden
Elementary School year! We would like to
extend a warm welcome to a new school year.
I am extremely excited to be back at Hayden
as I start my 11th year as principal. We know
this year will start like no other year but we
are determined to provide your child with
Mark Murphy
the best education possible. The staff and I
Principal
are looking forward to working with you and
your children this year.
Here at Hayden:
• We understand the work we do every day is important
and it’s critical we start every day with a clean slate 		
and positive intent for every student.
• We understand our job goes beyond just the 			
academics, it’s imperative we pay attention to the 		
education of the whole child including physical, civic
and social emotional learning.

Covering the Westminster School District

• We understand we must be intentional about 		
communicating with families both our concerns and 		
our celebrations for their child.
• We understand relationships are the avenue in which
we can engage students in impactful learning 		
opportunities that will prepare them to be successful 		
adults
Families, thank you for entrusting us with your
student(s). It’s not a job we take lightly. We encourage you
to stop by anytime and volunteer or to visit us. You were
their first and remain the most impactful teacher they will
ever have and we look forward to collaborating with you in
your student’s educational journey.
Additionally, our goal is to encourage more parents to
become involved with our School Site Council, PTA, and to
volunteer either in or outside of the classroom. As you know,
it takes a team of parents, teachers, and administrators to
ensure the academic success of your child.
We are looking forward to seeing and working with you
this year. Go Hawks!

September 2022
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Johnson Middle School (6–8)
13603 Edwards St., Westminster, CA 92683 • 714/894-7244 • johnson.wsdk8.us

New Additions!
Johnson Middle School has had a
wonderful start to the 2022–23 school
year, highlighted by the new and amazing
educational opportunities being offered.
The staff at Johnson has always found pride
in being able to offer the most exciting
and meaningful opportunities for our
Daniel Owens
students. This year, with the addition of
Principal
several new staff with wonderful skills and
experiences, we have been able to offer a
Spanish language elective as well as a life-skills criticalthinking course. These new additions, along with the
numerous other opportunities students have, such as

Vietnamese, robotics, engineering, AVID, art and music,
to name a few, have truly helped us continue to be a
school of opportunity and exploration. During their time
at Johnson, students are able to explore numerous outlets
with their elective classes as well as several after-school
clubs offered.
Within the regular content area, we are also excited
to offer a new ELD support program with our new uppersupport teacher on campus as well as the return of our
district ELD instructional-support specialist.
There is no doubt that Johnson Middle school is ready
for yet another great school year, and we can’t wait for
everyone to see the amazing things our students will
accomplish and experience!

Mrs. Fong welcomes her new 6th graders to Johnson on the first day of school.
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Land School
15151 Temple St., Westminster, CA 92683 • land.wsdk8.us • 714/894-7311 Student Services • 714/898-8389 Child Development

New Year,
New Opportunities
John Land School
is celebrating new
beginnings full of new
opportunities for our early
learners! This year, any
child who turned 4 years
Nicole
Baitx-Kennedy old on or before Sept. 1 is
Executive Director, eligible to join TK at any
Early Education & of our WSD elementary
Expanded Learning
school sites. We even offer
after-school care for those TK families
that need it.
To prepare for TK, teachers
trained rigorously during the summer,
classrooms were remodeled to meet the
students’ needs, and our Early Education
Department partnered with the Student
Services Department to offer a free
TK Summer Bridge Program at Land
School. Our TK Summer Bridge Program
was a complete success. Teachers used
creative ideas for students to have fun
while they worked on social, emotional
and academic skills.

Proud TK student showing her math project.

One parent shared her TK
experience for the 2022–23 school
year.
“I feel happy and excited for [my
daughter] to join TK,” parent
Mrs. Gutierrez said. “It’s been great
to help her learn new things and
socialize with other kids her age.
TK is such a great steppingstone
for children to get started early in
their education, and they will go in
more prepared for kindergarten.”
First week of school was
fantastic! Our early learners
worked on introducing themselves,
getting to know the teachers, and
getting to know the classroom and
learning expectations.
“This week, we introduced
the classroom areas, and next
week, we will begin working on
classroom projects,” teacher
Mrs. Karam said.
We are very excited and look
forward to all the adventures this
school year has in store!

Students working on their social skills and getting to know each other the first week of school.
Covering the Westminster School District
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Meairs Elementary (K–5)
8441 Trask Ave., Garden Grove, CA 92844 • 714/372-8800 • meairs.wsdk8.us

Positive Behavioral
Interventions and Supports

Taking a trip around the school and stopping at each
station makes it more memorable and more enjoyable than
just sitting in a classroom or the Multipurpose Room. The
students connect the place to the lesson that was taught
there, and they remember the right things to do. Students
who consistently follow these expectations are rewarded
with “Best Slips” that can be used at the student store run
by our wonderful Meairs PTA.
The beginning of the year can set the right tone for the
rest of the school year. Starting on a positive note always
seems to start the year off in the right direction for our Iva
Meairs Eagles.

The 2022-2023 school year is off to a great
start here at Iva Meairs Elementary School. It
has become tradition that we start our year
out by reviewing the expected behaviors for
our students while they are on the campus.
This is a part of our Positive Behavioral
Dr. Kathy Kane
Interventions and Supports program,
Principal
otherwise known as PBIS. We keep it simple.
Our motto is, “Always be your best! Be responsible, be safe,
and be respectful.” These three rules are the basis of all of
the expected behaviors for
our students.
Our dedicated staff
members provide
instruction at key areas
around the campus, such
as the lunch area, the
playground, the office,
hallways, and bathrooms.
Each teacher covers the
expected behaviors for
the classroom in their
individual locations They
keep it light and upbeat in
focusing on what we should
do, not the negative of
describing what we should
not do. When we approach
things in a positive manner
the students have more
“buy in,” and they are
more attentive during the
Students listen as Mr. Hwang reviews playground expectations.
presentations.

Students learn the expected behavior for visiting the office.
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Even Miss Ravelo, a student teacher got in on the action.

Schmitt Elementary (K–5)
7200 Trask Ave., Westminster, CA 92683 • 714/894-7264 • schmitt.wsdk8.us

New Recess Games
I am the new Principal
here at Schmitt Elementary.
I started my teaching career
16 years ago here in the
Westminster School District
and I am excited to be back.
Schmitt is fortunate
Sarah
to be partnering with the
Nead-Rendon
Principal
Playworks organization this
year. Coach Jon, aka Coach
Redbeard, will be joining us one week
a month to work with our students and
teach them new recess games, leadership
skills, and conflict resolution strategies.
Our students are having a blast trying new
activities at recess and learning positive
ways to solve disagreements by using Rock,
Paper, Scissors. Our upper grade students
are thrilled to be a part of the junior coach
program where they will be recess leaders
on the playground. Our Junior Coaches will
work with Coach Redbeard with helping set up equipment,
starting the games during recess, and making sure that
the playground stays a positive play space. We know that

Hot Shot Basketball

through play students grow socially and cognitively and we
can’t wait to see our student’s confidence and leadership
abilities increase while they have fun playing together and
learning new games.

Conflict resolution with rock, paper, scissors

Learning Pac Man Tag

Soccer with Coach Redbeard
Covering the Westminster School District
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Schroeder College & Career Academy
15151 Columbia Ln., Huntington Beach, CA 92647 • 714/894-7268 • schroeder.wsdk8.us

Future Ready
In June, the Westminster School District
held a ribbon-cutting ceremony to introduce
the Schroeder College and Career Academy.
In addition to the ribbon cutting, students
showcased their work.
These are exciting times for our
teachers, staff, students, parents and school
Dr. Shannon
community. The mission of Schroeder
Villanueva
Principal
College and Career Academy is to cultivate
curiosity and prepare students to thrive as
productive citizens in an evolving technology-driven global
society.
Schroeder Academy
offers students an
outstanding academic
experience. The
educational goal
is for all students
to participate in
rigorous educational
experiences that are
designed to support
academic needs and
challenge academic
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giftedness. GATE and AVID are being implemented across
all grade levels and content areas. Schroeder Academy
challenges all students to think and apply the analytical
skills they learn at each grade level. The school’s programs
prepare students to excel in middle school, high school,
college and beyond.
As we endeavor to be future ready, each grade level
has determined a school of study for each trimester, and
school or college of study has a career pathway built in.
Each trimester will culminate with a capstone project to
showcase and celebrate our learnings. The future is looking
bright for our Schroeder Mustangs!

Sequoia Academy GATE Magnet Elementary
5900 Iroquois Rd., Westminster, CA 92683 • 714/894-7271 • sequoia.wsdk8.us

Soaring to Success
Sequoia Academy is off to a great start
for the 2022-23 school year. Preschool
through 6th grade Eagles have been soaring
as they’ve met their teachers, learned about
Sequoia Eagles expectations, and earned
Eagle Bucks and Scholarly Tickets.
On Monday, September 12, 2022, new
Alisha Tardif
Principal, Ms. Alisha Tardif, held a Coffee
Principal
with the Principal to introduce herself and
to highlight all of the amazing programs that Sequoia has
to offer. Principal Tardif is a product of the Westminster
School District and is excited to “return home” to where her
educational career began as a student. She has over twenty
years of experience in education, including teaching in the
Buena Park School District and in administration in the
Huntington Beach City School District. Ms. Tardif is known
to promote a culture of collaboration amongst staff and has
been lauded as a collaborative leader with a positive outlook
and an unwavering dedication to maintaining a studentcentered perspective.

Covering the Westminster School District

Sequoia Academy provides a variety of opportunities for
its diverse learners. Sequoia’s teachers are GATE certified
to ensure a rigorous, differentiated, and technologyrich program for students. Sequoia’s STEA³M Academy
flourishes as teacher experts facilitate project based
learning in dance, music, visual arts, public speaking,
coding & robotics, videography, and passion projects.
Sequoia’s AVID program promotes Writing, Inquiry,
Collaboration, Organization, and Reading through
reflections, essential questions, study groups, focused
note-taking, and vocabulary building activities. In addition,
Sequoia’s further speciality programs include STARBASE
Academy, Innovation Lab, and after-school enrichment
opportunities.
The collaborative community is what makes Sequoia
Eagles soar. As Helen Keller shared, “alone we can do
so little; together we can do so much”. Principal Tardif
is looking forward to a great year at Sequoia Academy,
building positive and productive relationships, and working
closely with staff, parents, and community to help the
Eagles continue Soaring to Success!

September 2022
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Stacey Middle School
6311 Larchwood Dr., Huntington Beach, CA 92647 • 714/894-7212 • stacey.wsdk8.us

Gearing Up for School
At Stacey, we want to set up our students
for a successful school year. We did this in a
variety of ways this year.
Every summer, we offer a three-day
class for incoming students. This class is
designed to provide students with strategies
to help them be successful in middle school,
Wendy Baird
familiarize them with the campus and school
Principal
programs, and provide time to connect with
one another. This year, we had over 140 students attend
Stacey 103! At the end of Stacey 103, the students took a
survey, and almost 100% of the students said they would
recommend Stacey 103 to future incoming students!
The week before school started, we had our Cougar
Crawl registration. During Cougar Crawl, students
were able to pick up their schedules, textbooks and
Chromebooks as well as take their school pictures and
purchase PE clothes and yearbooks. Students were also
able to tour the campus to find all their classes so that they
knew right where to go on the first day of school.
Lastly on the first day of school, students spent the day
learning our student expectations of respect, setting goals
for the year, and connecting with their homeroom classes.
They attended four rotations and an assembly where
they learned how to show respect for themselves, others,
learning, and the environment and school property, which

ensured that all students knew what the expectations are
at Stacey.
We are looking forward to an amazing 2022–23 school
year!

Word Search Contest
Words Associated with School
Rules! One word in the list is NOT in the word search.
When you have completed the word search, one word will be left and that word you email to:
Kay@schoolnewsrollcall.com (Please put Westminster in the subject line)
Entries must be received by November 15, 2022
From the correct entries one name will be drawn to
win a $20 gift certificate redeemable at Barnes & Noble.
Achievers
Character
Classrooms
Curiosity
Discipline
Educators
Encourage
Excellence
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Focused
Homework
Instructors
Integrity
Learning
Mentors
Nutrition
Parents
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Principal
Recess
Reunion
Student
Success
Technology
Thinkers
Workers

Warner Middle School (6–8)
14171 Newland St., Westminster, CA 92683 • 714/894-7281 • warner.wsdk8.us

Academic Partnerships
Warner Middle School is thrilled to be
starting another school year. Our most
beloved and successful programs are back in
full swing, which include intermural sports,
more than 15 student clubs, our e-sports
program, computer coding competitions,
and many other academic and interest-based
Dr. Kenneth
activities.
Lopour
Principal
For example, this past week our amazing
Honors Science program continued its
yearly partnership with several local organizations to
help reintroduce White Sea Bass into our local oceans. A
few days ago our seventh-grade Honors Science students
received their fall batch of White Sea Bass, and were able
to weigh, measure, and implant head tags to track these
fish when they are eventually released later in the year.
This is a great program that will help our students and our
local environment, and we could not be prouder of them.
We are also excited to be continuing to partner with
Westminster High School’s MERITS program, which is
an academically intense initiative centered on Science,

Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM). All MERITS
students are assigned to work on academic challenges and
projects that far exceed the requirements of a basic science
course.
Warner boasts a strong STEM program that provides
a MERITS program pipeline. Both the middle school and
high school programs utilize similar approaches that
focus on extracurricular projects which are competitive
in nature, and that allow for the measurement of student
skills and a stage to demonstrate their academic prowess,
innovation, and creativity.
Warner teachers also connect and collaborate with
their high school counterparts to develop student talent
and strengthen program retention. Our vision is to
lay the stepping stones from Warner Middle School to
Westminster High School and all the way to the college
setting. Through our partnership with the MERITS
program, we honor our mission of “Building tomorrow’s
leaders today.”
These are just a couple of the amazing programs
that operate here at Warner, and we are excited to be
continuing our work with many more.

Students tagging the fish.
Covering the Westminster School District
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Webber Elementary (K–6)
14142 Hoover St., Westminster, CA 92683 • 714/894-7288 • webber.wsdk8.us

More Normal School Year

Robert Murdock
Principal
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Webber Elementary School had a great
start to the 2022-2023 school year! Our staff
and students are elated to return to a more
normal version of what school should be like!
As we look forward to the rest of the year, we
are excited to announce that our PTA is back
up and running after a two year hiatus.

Additionally, we will once again put on a school musical
in the spring, and our visual and performing arts program
will become even more integrated in our regular school
day. We would like to thank the staff, and families of
Webber Elementary School, who have all contributed to our
successful beginning.

School News Roll Call
Welcomes You
Back to School!

www.schoolnewsrollcall.com

Willmore Elementary (K–5)
7122 Maple St., Westminster, CA 92683 • 714/895-3765 • willmore.wsdk8.us

Honoring a Civil Rights Activist
As a Spanish dual-immersion school,
Willmore honors diversity and inclusion
daily. We see bilingualism, biliteracy and
biculturalism as assets for our students to
prepare them for global citizenship. During
Hispanic and Latino Heritage Month, we
Tieumi “Domi” take a moment to recognize and celebrate
an influential woman who blazed the
Ellis
Principal
trail to end segregation. Sylvia Mendez, a
Westminster School District student, fought
for desegregation, and her landmark case paved the way for
Brown v. Board of Education.

In the award-winning book
Separate is Never Equal,
Duncan Tonatiah recounted
Mendez’s story. Willmore
students will read about her
impact and how she opened
the doors for all schools in
California to desegregate. We
reflect as we look around our
school today that consists of
a diverse makeup of students
and staff. We would not be
where we are today without
Sylvia Mendez.

Ms. Guiterrez, Spanish dual-language-immersion
teacher, will read aloud the inspiring journey that the
Mendez family endured that later transformed our nation.
Willmore students will learn the history of our district and
the profound impact it has on our lives today. On Sept.
29, Westminster School District will celebrate our 150th
anniversary. We are so proud to have Sylvia Mendez as our
honorary guest to reflect on the progress and achievements
we have made for our children.
Covering the Westminster School District
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Aubtin’s Review
Teamwork
Title: Thomas & Friends –
Day of the Diesels
Author: Christopher Awdry
On the Island of
Sodor, Thomas the tank
engine and Percy the
small engine are best
Aubtin M.
friends. When Belle;
the fire engine comes,
she becomes Thomas’s new friend.
Percy feels very left out. Percy goes to
the Diesel Works to see if the Diesels want to make friends
with him. Percy leads the Diesels to the Steam Works, when
he discovers that Thomas is held prisoner in the Diesel
Works. What will happen to Thomas? Will Percy save him? I
recommend you read this book to see what happens.
I learned about friendship, teamwork and cooperation
from this book. I hope you will too. You will find great
pictures in this book.
Aubtin is a 1st Grader. When not playing, Aubtin does writing, reading
and drawing. He also likes sports, swimming, and music. He cares a lot
about his family and friends.

Yoona’s Review
Friendships
Title: Rules
Author: Cynthia Lord
Catherine is a 12
year old girl that is
talented in drawing.
She has a brother
named David. David is
Yoona C.
diagnosed with autism.
David and Catherine’s mom would go
to OT. Catherine would sometimes
come to. That’s where Catherine
met a friend called Jason. Jason is
a teenage boy in a wheelchair that
can’t talk. They first meet when
Catherine is bored and draws Jason. Jason catches her
and tells his mom with his communication book. Jason’s
mom gets angry, but that soon leads to Catherine making
word cards for Jason. Catherine also meets another person
named Kristi. Kristi is a “cool” girl as said by Catherine.
At first, Catherine is embarrassed to tell Kristi she has a
brother that has autism and a friend who is in a wheelchair.
Will Catherine learn to value good friendships? Will she find
out what is truly important to her? Read to find out!
Yoona is a 4th grader. She likes to read books and create stories. She also
enjoys playing soccer.
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Kailani’s Review
Whoa, a Giant Peach!
James and the Giant Peach is a classic
children story written by
Roald Dahl. The story is
about James, an orphan boy
who was forced to live with
his wicked aunts after he
lost his parents in a horrible
Kailani T.
rhinoceros accident. One day,
James received a bag of magic crystals from
an old man. The man said these crystals would change his
life forever. James accidentally spilled the crystals on his
aunts’ peach tree. The peach fruit kept growing bigger and
bigger. It grew big enough for James to fit inside. From that
point on, his adventure began.
The story is magical and suspenseful. Reading this book
taught me the importance of friendship and having hopes
and dreams. I recommend this book for anyone who loves
magic and mystery. Since this book is not very warm and
fuzzy, it may be best for kids who can separate facts and
fiction or younger kids to read with parents.
Kailani is a 5th grader who loves to read. When not reading, Kailani likes
to play with her brother, jump on the trampoline, listen to music, and
ride horses.

Tegan’s Book Review
Redemptive Friendships
Wolf Hollow, a
beautifully written
novel by Lauren Wolk,
revolves around the
complicated life of
Annabelle, a twelveyear-old girl living in
Tegan
a barn, surrounded
by forests. As Annabelle attempts to
deal with an evil bully named Betty,
she wants to defend a strange World
War I veteran named Toby against lies and accusations of a
violent crime he did not commit.
While Annabelle struggles to stand up for herself,
she courageously learns to speak up for others. Defying
her parents’ wishes, she faces sadness, fear, and hope as
she fights for Toby. Wolf Hollow is a wonderful story of
unexpected friendship, prolonged injustice and bittersweet
redemption. Readers are taught how one person’s evil
actions as we as another’s determination can impact a
whole community. All in all, I award this work a deserving
ranking of 4.8 stars.
Tegan Y. is a fourth grader who enjoys art, mountain biking, tap, writing
and reading.

Daniel’s Review
Dragon Masters
In Fortress of the
Stone Dragon (Dragon
Masters #17) an evil
wizard named Astrid is
trying to rule the world
and someone must stop
her! Dragon Masters
Daniel H.
Drake and Mina, with
their dragons Frost and Worm, must
get to another Dragon Master, Caspar,
and his dragon Shaka (the Stone Dragon) to get help to
defeat Astrid. This story had a lot of action, dragons, and
magic. I really liked this book because it was fun to read.
You should read this too!
Daniel is in third grade and he likes to spend time with his family
playing board games, reading, and playing sports like tennis, basketball,
and bowling.

Sourish’s Review
A Second Chance,
Something Everyone Deserves…
“I remember falling”
says the first line of the
book Restart by Gordon
Korman. It describes
the reminiscence of the
main character Chase
Sourish M.
Ambrose who has an
accident that changes
his life forever. The way the author has
displayed this character is incredible.
He writes the story from each character’s own point of
view which projects a movie inside the reader’s head as if
they are experiencing it live. Every character plays a role
in the main character’s life, Shoshana Weber, Bear Bratsky,
Aaron Hakimian, Brendan Espinoza, Kimberly Tooley, and
Joel Weber. Chase was a bully who would torment others,
but when he got amnesia, he changed for the better. The
readers may be entertained by the amusing moments in
the story such as the time when Brendan drove a tricycle
through a carwash! Chase received something rare to
everyone, a second chance and that should be deserved by
everyone!
Sourish M. is a seventh grader who is enthusiastic to learn more and
experience new things. He likes Science and Reading, plays soccer,
basketball, guitar, and has fun with friends and family. Sourish loves to
spend long hours coding and expanding his experiences by traveling
with his family.
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David’s Review
Perseverance and Friendship
Insignificant Events in
the Life of a Cactus is a great
book about perseverance.
The main character, Aven,
was born without arms and
becomes friends with Connor,
a boy who has Tourette
David H.
syndrome, and Zion, a boy
who gets teased for being overweight. They are all trying to
help each other survive middle school while being different.
The author has a humorous writing style. I recommend this
book to anyone who wants a heartwarming and uplifting
read. Enjoy!
David is in fifth grade and he loves to read and play piano. He likes math
and activities such as tennis, basketball, and bowling.

Taegyoung’s Book Review
April Fools! Or not…
Title: The Terrible Two
Author: Mac Barnett and Jory John
Everybody is
someone at school.
Miles Murphy is a
prankster. But he
is not just pulling
Taegyoung K.
a few pranks. He
is the school’s grand prankster.
But when he is forced to move to
Yawnee Valley, he knows that he
will lose his title as his school’s
jester. After he moves, he wants
to make a comeback. But to his
surprise, on the first day of school,
someone had moved Principal Barkin’s car on the front
stairs of the school. What this means is that this school
already has a prankster. As he is the new kid, Principal
Barkin introduces him to Niles Sparks, the school helper.
At first Niles seems like any school’s goody two-shoes, but
as Miles learns about Yawnee Valley’s prankster, he realizes
that some people might not be who he thinks they are. It
takes two to accomplish something, but is that two terrible
enough?
Taegyoung K. is a 7th grader. She loves reading books and writing her
own stories. Also, she likes to draw and play video games.
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The second annual S.T.E.A.M. Race to Space Reading Challenge is here!
Winning rewards and prizes is easy and fun - explore and
read stories about science technology
engineering the arts and math.
Everyone who finishes
the challenge gets a
personalized certificate
of completion and a
goodie bag.

Eager readers earn virtual tickets to win
bonus prizes! Here are just some
Book bundles
Coding lessons
Chromebook

Registration begins October 1, 2022
Open to SoCal students’ grades TK-12
Endorsed by the Orange County Department of Education

